Choose foods that look like an animal.

Choose your healthy foods to create a drawing of your

own superhero snack that looks like an animal.

What does "THE POWER TO CHOOSE" mean?

Now turn the book over and read the blurb.

What do you think this book will be about? Why?

Before reading, look at the picture on the cover.

Why have the authors written the words "POWER TO CHOOSE" in a different color?
**STORY #9**

Have you ever yelled at someone? Did it make the situation better or worse?

---

Some of the words in the book are bigger and darker. Write down 3 words or sentences that you have seen like this.

---

Why do you think the authors have made those words look different to the rest of the words?

---

**CAN YOU FIND THE WORDS?**

```
A R S L C U E G C H O I C E S   
I H N K M D C Y Q O X Q D S Y
F E L I N G S T I Z W I C O
U L Y S A C I E A V L D F W B
I P H U J W P N H M C A P E N
R F P P E K M R J T X N V Q L
J U H E S O L S P A U N K N E
B L N R M C A R I N G Y E X A
Y O X H S T D G C Q F G O V R
Q G J E N B A P H K T Q W S N
C H A R L I E R O M E F K T I
F Y W O S U F I O W T H I R N
P G D E C I D E S K E B O O G
H X D S V T R J E X F R R N A
P R A C T I C E L V J Z H G J
```

**FEELINGS**

**CAPE**

**SUPERHEROES**

**NINJA**

**DANNY**

**POWER**

**STRONG**

**HELPFUL**

**CHOOSE**

**CHARLIE**

**CARING**

**CHOICES**

**PRACTICE**

**LEARNING**

**DECIDE**

Don’t forget to look down, across and diagonally!
CREATE YOUR OWN P2G CAPE

It is okay to make mistakes. Write down a time you made a mistake and what happened.

Finish this dad's sentence. But the best superheroes:

What does refuse mean?

UNSCRAMBLE THE WORDS:
How many pancakes did Danny and Charlie each get?
Is this fair?

What are all of the good things that Danny misses out on because of his choices?
*You will be able to add more answers to this question when you have read all of the stories
Why is Danny's dad proud of him?

They can both play with Drogo.

What thoughtful thing did Danny do to make sure

for Charlie to finish his game?

What good things happened to Danny after waiting

Do you think Charlie is always mean to Danny? Why?

Why was his mother happy about this?

Danny told Charlie, laughing at me, isn't nice.

What a wise choice! Why?

Was choosing to eat the pancakes on the alphabet
Why does Danny think it is unfair when Charlie gets the ninja plate?

What did Danny do with the money he earned from the lemonade stand?

What good things happened to Danny when he used his POWER TO CHOOSE wisely?

Draw a picture of a food that would charge your superpowers!
After Danny stomped on Charlie's foot, the boys began fighting and the lemonade spilled everywhere. Who do you think caused this problem? Why?

Did Danny's day end badly because he didn't share his ice cream? If you said no, explain why you think his day wasn't very good.

STORY #2

Why was Danny angry at Charlie when he came downstairs for pancakes?

Where does the orange juice spill?

What good choice did Danny make before grabbing the controller from Charlie?
**STORY #6**

Do you think Charlie purposely chose the ninja plate to upset Danny? Why or why not?

What is a noun?

What is a verb?

What is an adjective?

Using the words below:
- Color the **NOUNS** blue
- Color the **VERBS** red
- Color the **ADJECTIVES** green

plate smile pancake delicious
love play park
pout money big share

Match the events to when they happened in the story.

1st Event
Charlie kicks Danny in the shin

2nd Event
Danny swipes the controller from Charlie’s hands

3rd Event
Danny and Charlie get sent to their rooms

4th Event
Danny tries to kick Charlie

What could Danny have done to make his day better?
Why do you think Danny and Charlie's mother makes them clean things up together?

*Even though Danny's day got better, what choices could he have thought more wisely about?

Write down 3 choices.

1. 
2. 
3. 

Write down another choice that Danny could have made when he saw Charlie with the ninja plate?

Why do you think Danny was angry at Charlie for playing with the race cars?
What things make you feel angry at home or school?

*Do you think Danny did the right thing by letting go of Charlie’s teasing? Why?

*What else could you do if someone was teasing you?

When do you take turns with others?

When Danny’s mother takes away his backyard playtime, what does he miss out on doing?

What does Danny need to practice to help him have a better day?
How do you think the girl felt when Danny yelled at her?

Look at the picture on page 34. What do you think Charlie is thinking? How do you know this?

Draw and write the recipe Danny used to make his lemonade. Include the ingredients and equipment needed.

What would you do if someone had something that you wanted?